Look it up!

Play this game in teams to practise looking up words in the French–English section of your dictionary. Look at the cards and choose the correct meaning of the French word: A, B, C, or D. Then check who’s right in your dictionary!

1. **le bobo**
   - A. sweet
   - B. little scratch
   - C. button
   - D. cork

2. **une armoire**
   - A. army
   - B. armchair
   - C. mirror
   - D. wardrobe

3. **le jumeau**
   - A. twin
   - B. binoculars
   - C. jumper
   - D. jump

4. **la tartine**
   - A. tartan
   - B. cheese
   - C. slice of bread
   - D. tart

5. **le singe**
   - A. singer
   - B. monkey
   - C. sink
   - D. blood

6. **la marelle**
   - A. marmalade
   - B. bride
   - C. hopscotch
   - D. godmother

Extra!

Using your dictionary, make a definition card with a mystery French word and four definitions. Play in class.

How did you do? Colour the right face for you.

😊 = I can do this easily
😊😊 = I can do some of this
😊😊😊 = I need more practice